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Printed booklets are excellent marketing tools to communicate event, functions, marketing demos,
manuals, etc. There are two types of booklets which are usually available from any printing vendor
Full color or spot colors booklets. These booklets are printed, then folded and sent for binding for
creating finished booklets. The finishing is done with glossy lamination for more attractiveness and
compelling look and feel. In terms of material, the same material can be utilized for the cover or a
complementary color can be used.

Here are some of the features of booklet printing services offered by several printing vendors:

Full color on both sides, and sometimes black on the back cover

Glossy aqueous coating for the cover

Optional UV coating which renders shine and immense durability

Production period is typically 48 hours to 6 days and a rush option is available at additional charges

Direct mailing service with booklet printing options from 4 to 64 pages

Optional coil binding for better handling

Printed booklets are handy to share thoughts with others and this makes the booklets powerful
media for marketing. They make the right catchy impact on the intended market. Booklets are better
than handouts because if presented well, they can convince the prospect about the marketed
product with better and more content. There are many booklet services for diverse customer needs.
Corrective measures are taken by the vendor if there is any problem with the printing.

You can get booklets printed at cheaper rates along with good quality. The styles of binding vary
since the booklets are either stitched at the sides by bounded wire.

Here are chief features of good and efficient booklet printing:

Booklet printing needs to be meticulously printed since even a small error can be very glaring.

One should use trendy eye-catching colors while printing a booklet

Attractive designs are a must and should be in view of the demands of the customer

Representation of information should be done in a smoother and efficient way

The right vendor is essential for booklet printing. One needs to research well before comparing the
services of different vendors and select the best one which can meet your business needs

Get booklets online if you can and pay by credit cards. The booklets will be delivered right at your
doorstep.

Booklets will always serve you well for targeting the customers with rock hard outcomes. Efficient
vendors are smart enough to satisfy the customers with glossy booklets and bold lettering.
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Corrective measures and edits are given without any fuss.

Booklet printing services contain a plethora of printing services which would include printing of
brochures, folders, leaflets, letterheads, stationery packs and others. Most high-quality brochures
and high end booklets are printed in A5 sizes. The paper quality is always good since the Forest
Stewardship Council certified paper is used by most printing vendors. The binding options which are
used include comb, plasticoil, wire and velobinding. Rush orders needs are the ones which are
preferred since the charges are almost double depending on vendor policies.
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Bestvalue Copy - About Author:
Best Value Copy is a leading a online printing services provider that offers best quality of color
copies, black and white copies, a booklet printing, flyer printing and printing solutions.
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